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This is an (incomplete) list of mountains in Romania.There are 12 peaks over 2,500 m in Romania.

List of mountains in Romania - Wikipedia
The mountain rescue service in Romania is called Salvamont and their website is packed with useful information,
unfortunately available only in Romanian. The emergency telephone number is +40725826668 but be aware that cellular
reception is variable in the mountains. Most importantly – Romania has a rich and large wildlife population.

Hiking Guide to Romania and Transylvania - Romanian Friend
One of the main demography-related problems in Romania, aggravated in mountain areas, is population decline, associated
with demographic aging, out-migration of adult population, low living standards, etc. The Poiana Rusc? Mountains is one of
the Romanian areas representative of this demographic phenomenon.

POST-COMMUNIST DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES IN ROMANIAN MOUNTAIN
50% of the European brown bear population lives in the Carpathian Mountains. In the Romanian Carpathian Mountains you
can find many national parks, natural parks and reservations, which have flora and fauna specimens protected by the law at EU
and international level.

The Carpathian Mountains of Romania - BookToursRomania
Fagaras Mountains – the highest mountains in Romania. Interesting areas for climbing are: Sambetei Valley (Col?ul Balceni),
Vistisoarei Valley (the slope in the back of the valley), Ucea Mare and Podragului Valleys, Vartopel- Arpasel ridge,
Vanatoarea lui Buteanu (eastern and western slopes) and the slopes that border the Negoiu Peak and the Caltunului Slope.

Fagaras Mountains - the highest mountains in Romania
The lakes nestled between the mountains are to die for. Mountain lakes are cold, clean and usually crystal-clear. This general
rule applies to the majority of lakes in Romania too. That’s why they make for outstanding hiking destinations. The most
spectacular ones can be found amongst limestone rocks which boast an imposing turquoise hue,...

The Beginner’s Guide to Hiking in Romania - NOMADasaurus
Hiking in Romania’s Carpathian Mountains. This massive mountain range carves its way through Eastern Europe, winding
through Poland, Czech Republic (or now I’m supposed to use Czechia, but haven’t quite gotten used to it), Slovakia, Ukraine,
Romania and Serbia. The Southern Carpathians feature the longest and highest limestone ridge in Romania...

Hiking in Romania's Carpathian Mountains - No Man Before
The Carpathian Mountains - National Parks. The Oas – Harghita range in the Carpathian Mountains is the longest volcanic
mountain chain in Europe. The 3500-year old Scarisoara glacier, located in the Bihor Mountains – 90 miles southwest of Cluj
Napoca - has a volume of 2,649,000 cubic feet (75,000 cubic metres),...
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